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President’s Message 

Wow, what an eventful fall 2017! 
Our Fall Meeting was quite 
successful on many fronts.  The 
programming was relevant and 
diverse; there was a good amount of 
time for networking with peers and 
our industry colleagues. Our new 
Board of Directors was installed, 
and the 2018 budget was approved. 
As well, many students participated 
in the meeting sessions and the 
ever-popular residency showcase. 
Perhaps of greater consequence, 
201 KAR 2:380 – Board Authorized 
Protocols – was approved. This 
significant piece of legislative 
regulation will allow pharmacists, in 
collaboration with a physician, to 
provide Board-approved protocol-
driven care, including dispensing 
medications under that physician’s 
name. In most hospitals, this type of 
protocol-driven care by pharmacists 
is routine. For many community-
based pharmacists, this regulation 
opens doors of opportunities. For all 
pharmacists, 201 KAR 2:380 
represents a major step of progress 
toward recognizing the skill and 
value of pharmacists toward 
narrowing the “access to care” gap. 
More details will follow to outline 
implementation plans, including 
collaboration and education efforts. 
  
After the KSHP Fall meeting, I read 
an attendee’s evaluation that 

mentioned “lack of programming 
and exhibits related to outpatient 
practice”. At times, I am confounded 
by the division in our profession that 
aligns our practitioners as either 
“inpatient” vs. “outpatient”. To me, 
the division isn’t necessarily so clear 
cut.  And, for KSHP members, most 
of our hospital practitioners are 
quickly becoming invested in the 
community/ambulatory aspects of 
practice as we are integrated into 
health systems. When I think about 
my internal professional advocacy 
voice, I never say words like 
inpatient pharmacist.  I tend to think 
more about the way I interact with 
patients and colleagues than the 
place where that interaction occurs. 
 I tend to think of myself as a 
pharmacist who prioritizes my 
patients and holds myself 
responsible and accountable for 
their medication-related care. My 
hope for KSHP members is that we 
identify as health-system 
practitioners with invested interests 
in both acute care and ambulatory 
care and owners of the medication 
use process across all patient care 
environments. 
  
That being said, I do appreciate the 
sentiment of that attendee’s 
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constructive feedback. 
Coincidentally, KSHP leadership is 
already brainstorming ideas to 
promote the Board Authorized 
Protocols regulation. We are excited 
to have an important occasion to 
highlight education more aligned to 
ambulatory practice, but still quite 
significant to all pharmacists in 
Kentucky. More than ever, all 
pharmacists need to engage in the 
national momentum toward 
obtaining provider status for 
pharmacists. The Board Authorized 
Protocol regulation is forward 
progress toward provider status, 
and it provides another bridge of 
practice commonality within our 
profession.


DUES RENEWAL  
  

Russ Judd, PharmD, BCPS 
Lexington, Kentucky 

Co-Chair, Committee on 
Membership and Marketing 

russjudd@sjhlex.org  
  
As we prepare to enter a new 
calendar year, the KSHP 
membership drive is already in full 
swing. Maintaining an active 
membership and participating in 
KSHP committee activities is not 
only a professionally rewarding 
experience for the member; it is also 
critical to the success of the 
organization. KSHP leaders and 
members of the Board have made 
great strides towards advancing the 
profession of pharmacy within the 
state of Kentucky, as evidenced by 
their active role in several important 
legislative initiatives. 2017 was also 
highlighted as one of the most 
successful years ever for 
educational programming. The 
Spring and Fall meetings both 
offered a wide array of topics with 
highly-qualified speakers, resulting 
in record attendance! 
  
In addition to serving as a 
professional advocate and offering 
high-level continuing education, 
KSHP is committed to advancing 
the professional growth of its 
members by engaging them in 
committee activities. Members now 
have the opportunity to join one of 
12 KSHP committees based on their 
professional interests and/or areas 
of expertise. A committee 
membership survey is also available 
on the KSHP website for those who 
are interested in serving on a 
committee.  The continued success 
of the organization is only possible 
with an active and engaged 
membership, and the future is 
certain to be bright!


November 2017  
BOARD ACTION ITEMS 

Kortney Osborne Brown, 
Pharm.D, BCPS 

KSHP Board Secretary 
Pikeville, Kentucky 

kortney.osborne@pikevillehospital.org   

The full KSHP Board met on 
Tuesday, November 21st via 
conference call and meeting 
locations at Sullivan College of 
Pharmacy and University of 
Kentucky College of Pharmacy.  The 
following decisions were made at 
that time: 
• The Board motioned to send the 

updated KSHP bylaws to ASHP 
for their review before they are 
sent to the full membership for 
approval. 

• The Board approved a 10% 
meeting registration discount for 
members who renewed prior to 
December 31st. 

2017 Strategic Plan 
Update 

  
Lindsay Rhollans Villalobos, PharmD, 

BCPS 
KSHP President-Elect 
Lexington, Kentucky 

lindsay.villalobos@uky.edu  

KSHP leadership continues to strive 
to reach goals established in our 
2016-2018 strategic plan.  To 
review, this plan sets forth six main 
goals: 
1. Create thought-leader 
engagement 
2. Engage membership through 
marketing 
3. Integrate House of Delegates 
4. Provide leadership development 
5. Facilitate KPRN growth 
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6. Generate revenue 
During the May 2017 strategic 
planning meeting, the Board 
conducted an organizational 
“SWOT” analysis regarding strategic 
plan content.  Several objectives 
were added to existing goals and 
two new goals were added to the 
plan at that time: 
7. Develop professional advocacy 
agenda 
8. Engage technician membership 
  
In order to keep strategic plan goals 
at the forefront of our organizational 
plans and activities, the Board has 
decided to prioritize a few specific 
objectives and develop associated 
action items for each quarter of 
2018.  After polling Board members 
and discussing those results during 
our November meeting, we have 
decided to focus on the following 
objectives for the first quarter of 
2018: 
1. Improve committee membership 
and engagement. 
2. Pursue diversity of House of 
Delegates membership. 
2. Develop legislative agenda. 
3. Create opportunities for micro-
volunteerism. 
  
I have challenged each committee 
chair and Board liaison to come up 
with a list of 3-5 ways that they may 
improve committee membership and 
engagement (possibly by creating 
opportunities for micro-
volunteerism).  Committees will 
report these ideas during the 
January Board meeting, with plans 
for at least one idea to put into 
action by the March meeting.  I will 
also be working with Emma Palmer 
to pursue diversity within the House 
of Delegates and with Scott Hayes 
to continue his excellent work with 
the Public Policy committee as he 
strives to develop our legislative 
agenda.   
  

I strongly encourage each KSHP 
member to carefully consider 
how you may be able to offer 
your time and talents toward 
committee work within our 
organization, thus helping us to 
continue to advance our strategic 
plan and ultimately our mission to 
assist KSHP members in providing 
excellent care to our patients here in 
Kentucky.  If you have any 
questions about our strategic plan, 
or if you would like help getting 
plugged into a committee, please do 
not hesitate to reach out to me 
personally.  Thank you for your 
consideration and continued support 
of KSHP! 

Student Perspective: 
2017 ASHP Midyear 

Clinical Meeting 
Spencer Bolton 

2018 SUCOP PharmD Candidate 
Sullivan University College of 

Pharmacy 
ASHP Pharmacy Student Forum 

Executive Committee 
sbolto0457@my.sullivan.edu 

  
The ASHP Pharmacy Student 
Forum kicked off the 2017 Midyear 
Clinical Meeting on Sunday, 
December 3rd, at the Orange 
County Convention Center in sunny 
Orlando, Florida. The opening 
session featured guest speaker 
Ryan Penneau, a nationally 
recognized author and motivational 
speaker. Penneau was very well-
received, and the fun, interactive 
session encouraged the thousands 
of student attendees to show up 
with positive energy to impact the 
world around them wherever they 
may go. 

Student programming continued 
with an information session hosted 
by WebAdmit, maker of PhORCAS 
application service. The session 
provided an overview of the 
PhorCAS website and reminded 
students to ensure transcripts are 
mailed as soon as possible. Next up 
was the session “Making a Lasting 

Impression,” which featured several 
skits of ideal residency interview 
scenarios. The big takeaway- if it’s 
on your CV, be prepared to talk 
about it. 

Suspense was high on Sunday night 
as my fellow Student Forum 
Executive Committee member, 
Laura Nice of Northeast Ohio 
Medical University, and I welcomed 
ASHP President Paul Bush to the 
stage at the Awards Ceremony and 
Student Society Showcase to 
announce the winners of the 2017 
Clinical Skills Competition. After 135 
teams competed for the title over 
the weekend, first place went to the 
team from the University Of 
Pittsburgh over the runners-up from 
the University of Georgia. 
Congratulations again to the teams 
from SUCOP and UKCOP for their 
strong efforts. 

The room was packed on Monday 
morning to hear the conference 
keynote speaker, Michelle Obama. 
The remarks by the former First 
Lady instilled both inspiration and 
optimism, and the event brought 
attention to ASHP’s Women In 
Leadership initiative. Obama 
reminisced on her days in the White 
House and challenged the audience 
to walk into the pharmacy every day 
with the goal of helping someone in 
need, especially the nation’s 
children. 

Student programming came to a 
close Tuesday afternoon after the 
final session of the Residency 
Showcase. Programs from Miami to 
Anchorage were in attendance to 
recruit from the Class of 2018. 
Those interested in residency were 
hopefully able to push through the 
huge crowds and get a word in with 
their prospective programs. Be sure 
to check the program deadlines as 
you prepare your applications. 

Midyear 2017 had plenty to offer for 
student pharmacists. Check out the 
Student Forum page at ashp.org for 
more highlights and future events. 
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Happy New Year!!  We are looking 
forward to an exciting 2018 for 
KSHP, so don’t miss out – be sure 
you paid your 2018 KSHP 
Membership Dues. Membership 
renewal is easy at www.kshp.org.     
  
WIN at the KSHP Spring Meeting on 
May 11, 2018 by being at the 
meeting PLACE at Keeneland in 
Lexington for an exciting SHOW! 
 Don’t miss the “Call to the Post” – 
watch for additional information to 
come out soon! 
  
2018 Legislative Session. Pre-filed 
Bill BR 216 as discussed in last 
month’s newsletter has been 
assigned the number of SB 5  by 
the Kentucky Senate. KSHP has 
been working closely with ASHP 
and KHA to protect use of 340B 
pricing for Medicaid Managed Care 
Patients.  Please watch your email 
for any “Legislative Alerts” or “Call to 
Action” items from KSHP during the 
Kentucky Legislative Session.   
  
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy 
December 20, 2017 Meeting 
201 KAR 2:380 Board Authorized 
Protocols  was approved by the 
joint House Health and Family 
Services Committee and the Senate 
Health and Welfare Committee on 
December 13, 2017.  Subsequently 
at the December 20, 2017 Kentucky 
Board of Pharmacy Meeting, the 
first Board Authorized protocol on 
Tobacco Cessation was approved. 
  
The first request for a waiver for 
USP 797 was received as requested 
by 201 KAR 2:076 Compounding 
with waivers requested by January 
1, 2018.  This item was tabled to the 
January 16 Meeting to allow the 
Board of Pharmacy Inspector 
additional time to meet with the 
requestor so that all were fully 
aware of the waiver conditions 
requested.   

Here are suggested guidelines to 
request a waiver: 
According to 201 KAR 2:076 
Section 2   
      (1) Effective January 1, 2018, all 
non-sterile compounded 
preparations shall be compounded 
pursuant to United States 
Pharmacopeia (USP) 795, unless 
specified portions submitted by a 
pharmacist have been waived by 
the Board. 
      (2) Effective January 1, 2018, all 
sterile compounded preparations 
shall be compounded pursuant to 
USP 797, unless specified portions 
submitted by a pharmacist have 
been waived by the Board. 
      (3) After January 1, 2018, all 
written waiver requests submitted by 
a pharmacist shall be considered by 
the Board at its next regularly 
scheduled meeting. 
      (4) The board, upon a showing 
of good cause and in balancing the 
best interest of the public health, 
safety and welfare, may waive the 
requirement of any specified portion 
of USP 795 or 797. 
  
The regulation is silent on what is 
required in a waiver.  Based upon 
conversation with the Board, this is 
the process suggested: 
1. Contact your Kentucky Board of 
Pharmacy Inspector and have a 
conversation that includes the 
following: 
   a. Cite the portion of the USP 
chapter that you are requesting for a 
waiver 

   b. Explanation/rationale for the 
need of a waiver 
   c. Include any additional 
information, such as a risk analysis 
2. Send a waiver request to the 
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy that 
includes the above information plus 
any additional information requested 
by your Kentucky Board of 
Pharmacy Inspector 
  
The Board of Pharmacy has created 
a pared down working group of the 
USP 800 Task Force: Matt Martin 
(Chair), Paul Daniels (Board 
Inspector), John Carver, Trenika 
Mitchell, Alyson Roby, Jennifer 
Groves, Chris Harlow, and Barb 
Jolly. 

Board of Pharmacy Officers were 
elected with Cathy Hanna serving 
as the 2018 Board President and 
Craig Martin as Vice President. 

Kentucky Pharmacists Recovery 
Network (KYPRN) had two open 
positions, one pharmacist and one 
non-pharmacist member. Lisa 
Bradley was elected by the Board 
as the pharmacist member and the 
consumer member is to be selected 
at a later date. 

At the January 16 Board of 
Pharmacy Meeting, three 
regulations tabled at the December 
Meeting will be discussed. 201 KAR 
2:074 Pharmacy services in 
hospitals, 201 KAR 2:370 
Pharmacy services in long-term 
care facility, and 201 KAR 2:015 
Continuing Education.  It is my 
understanding that the changes in 
201 KAR 2:074 Pharmacy services 
in hospitals are only to remove 
sections that will now be contained 
in the new 201 KAR 2:370 
Pharmacy services in long-term 
care facility regulation. The KSHP 
Committee on Public Policy will be 
following this closely.  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Excellence in Practice 
Tina Claypool, PharmD, CDE 
Board Liaison, Awards and 

Nominations Committee 
tinacl@ulh.org  

 Through recognizing the excellent practice 
of our members, the Nominations and 
Awards committee will highlight 1 or more 
KSHP award winners with each newsletter 
publication sharing their outstanding 
contributions to our profession. KSHP is 
proud to highlight two of our 2017 KSHP 
award recipients, Steve Hart and Daniel 
Malcolm. 
  
KSHP Pharmacist of the 
Year Award 
Steve Hart, RPh 
Executive Director 
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy 



Steve Hart currently serves as 
Executive Director of the Kentucky 
Board of Pharmacy. Prior to this 
role, Steve served on the Kentucky 
Board of Pharmacy for over 10 
years, both as Pharmacy and Drug 
Inspector, and then Pharmacy 
Inspections and Investigations 
Coordinator. His work has facilitated 
numerous contributions to patient 
safety in pharmacy practice of 
Kentucky. Under Steve’s leadership, 

the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy 
inspections transitioned to electronic 
format to improve accuracy, 
efficiency, and consistency of 
pharmacy inspections. 

Throughout his career, Steve has 
been involved in state and national 
professional organizations. He has 
presented to pharmacists, pharmacy 
technicians, and other health care 
professionals on a variety of topics 
including Pharmacy Law Updates, 
Electronic Board Inspections, and 
Sterile Compounding.   
Most recently, Steve guided the KY 
Board of Pharmacy in conjunction 
with KSHP and KPhA in updating 
Regulation 201 KAR 2:076, to 
include USP 795 and 797 
standards. 

Along with fellow pharmacists, Drs. 
Trish Freeman and Emma Palmer, 
Steve helped develop and deliver to 
pharmacists across our state, the 
Naloxone Training Program entitled, 
“Increasing Naloxone Access in 
Kentucky”.  Steve and his 
colleagues demonstrated on a 
national level how such education 
and enhanced pharmacy practice 
can improve public health and 
overdose death prevention. Their 
work, entitled, “Development and 
Delivery of a Comprehensive 
Training Program for KY 
Pharmacists to Enable Dispensation 
of Naloxone per Protocol” was 
recently published in the Journal of 
the American Pharmacists 
Association. 

Steve currently serves as the 
President of the Board of Directors 
of the Council on Licensure, 
Regulation and Enforcement, which 
is an international organization of 
regulators. He has also served as a 
member on various committees with 
the National Association of Boards 
of Pharmacy.  Outside of his work 
life, Steve has contributed his time 
and talent to serving on a number of 
medical missions. KSHP is pleased 
to award the 2017 KSHP 
Pharmacist of the Year to Steve 
Hart. 

Mentor of the Year Award 
Daniel Malcom, PharmD, 
BCPS, BCCP 
Assistant Professor Clinical & 
Administrative Sciences 
Sullivan University College of 
Pharmacy 

A graduate of University of Georgia 
College of Pharmacy, Dr. Daniel 
Malcom completed a PGY1 
Pharmacy Practice Residency and 
his PGY2 Pharmacy Residency in 
Critical Care at the University of 
Tennessee Medical Center in 
Knoxville, TN. Daniel joined Sullivan 
University College of Pharmacy in 
2010 where he serves as Assistant 
Professor of Clinical and 
Administrative Sciences. His clinical 
practice site and experiential 
teaching site is at Baptist Health 
Louisville where he has served on 
their Critical Care Multidisciplinary 
Committee. Dr. Malcom currently 
serves as Vice-Chair of the 
Department of Clinical and 
Administrative Sciences at Sullivan.   

One of Dr. Malcom’s former SUCOP 
students, now a Clinical Pharmacist 
and Antimicrobial Stewardship team 
member at the University of Utah 
Hospital, provided strong evidence 
of why he is deserving of KSHP 
Pharmacy Mentor of the Year.   

“I was fortunate enough to have the 
opportunity to have Dr. Malcom as a 
preceptor for an ICU APPE at his 
clinical practice site in Baptist Health 
Louisville. During this experience, 
Dr. Malcom impressed upon me a 
significant appreciation for 
evidence-based medicine. Our daily 
patient discussions were always 
firmly connected to the literature. 
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Please follow @KentuckySHP on 
Twitter.  Also, send any news or 
comments that you would like 

featured on the KSHP Facebook 
Page or Twitter account to 
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This is a concept that I have 
continued in my own practice as I 
have developed into a clinical 
pharmacist during residency.  While 
on APPE with Dr. Malcom, I 
interviewed with the residency 
program at Medical University of 
South Carolina. Due to the 
overwhelming notoriety of the 
program, I had significant 
reservations on my abilities to be 
successful in such a program, 
especially considering I was coming 
from a relatively new college of 
pharmacy. Dr. Malcom encouraged 
me to rank the program, stating that 
I was one of the best students he 
has precepted and that I would rise 
to the occasion if I matched and 
went there. While my residency 
program was not easy, I will say that 
I was very successful as a resident, 
early committed for PGY2 in 
infectious disease, obtained my 
BCPS, presented my resident 
research at an international 
conference and subsequently 
published it, and obtained a position 
as an outcomes pharmacy fellow in 
antimicrobial stewardship. Following 
my fellowship, I recently started a 
position as a clinical pharmacist in 
antimicrobial stewardship at the 
University of Utah Hospital. Dr. 
Malcom has continued to mentor me 
with regards to my scholarly pursuits 
through my fellowship and beyond. 
In 2016, as I learned a great deal on 
outcomes research from my 
program’s epidemiologist, Daniel 
reached out to me to ask for 
assistance in drafting a 
Pharmacotherapy Self-Assessment 
Program chapter on biostatistics. 
While fellows are not typically allows 
to co-author PSAP chapters, Daniel 
obtained the approval and led the 
drafting and revisions of the chapter. 
I found this collaboration and 
mentoring to be invaluable in my 
professional development. Finally, 
Dr. Malcom instilled in me an 
appreciation for involvement in the 
profession that I still carry with me. 
His involvement with KSHP as a 
presenter at many meetings and 
active member set an excellent 
example for me during my formative 
years as a student with him and 
beyond. I continue to be involved 
with numerous professional 
organizations, both state and 
national, in part, because of the 

encouragement he provided. Dr. 
Malcom’s steadfast dedication to 
ensuring that those he teaches and 
mentors grow into the best versions 
of themselves they can possibly be, 
serves as an inspiration as I enter 
my own practice.” 

KSHP is pleased to award the 2017 
KSHP Mentor of the Year to Daniel 
Malcom. 

LATE BREAKING 
NEWS 

Governor Matthew G. Bevin has appointed 
the following individuals to serve on the 
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy.  

Peter P. Cohron, Henderson, 
representing licensed pharmacists, 
to replace Debora Lee Brewer, 
Sandy Hook, whose term has 
expired; 

Joe Davis Forgy, Morgantown, 
representing citizens at-large, to 
replace Brian C. DeWire, Paintsville, 
whose term has expired; and 

Jill Rene Rhodes, Crestwood, 
representing licensed pharmacists, 
to replace Scott Andrew Greenwell, 
Prospect, whose term has expired. 
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Dr. Robert Kuhn, center, was the recipient 
of the Paul F. Parker Award at the 2017 
ASHP Midyear Clinical Meeting, Orlando, 
FL.  He is shown here flanked by his wife 
Jan and Dean Kip Guy from the UK College 
of Pharmacy.  The Award recognizes those 
individuals who display sustained 
contribution to the profession in practice, 
teaching or research.

Hmm…Just Thinking….
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Top Right & clockwise: 
KSHP President Leslie 
Kenney (front row, 3rd from 
right) with other State 
Affiliate Presidents; Three 
former ASHP Presidents 
from Kentucky Cliff 
Hynniman, Mick Hunt, and 
John Armitstead; attending 
the President’s Dinner, (l-r) 
Anne Policastri, Cliff 
Hynniman, Kelly Smith 
(ASHP President Elect), 
Leslie Kenney, Kortney 
Osborne Brown, and 
Amanda Castle 


